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ORGM: Occlusion Relational Graphical Model
for Human Pose Estimation
Lianrui Fu, Student Member, IEEE, Junge Zhang, Member, IEEE, Kaiqi Huang, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— Articulated human pose estimation from monocular
image is a challenging problem in computer vision. Occlusion is
a main challenge for human pose estimation, which is largely
ignored in popular tree structured models. The tree structured
model is simple and convenient for exact inference, but short in
modeling the occlusion coherence especially in the case of selfocclusion. We propose an occlusion relational graphical model,
which is able to model both self-occlusion and occlusion by the
other objects simultaneously. The proposed model can encode
the interactions between human body parts and objects, and
enables it to learn occlusion coherence from data discriminatively. We evaluate our model on several public benchmarks for
human pose estimation, including challenging subsets featuring
significant occlusion. The experimental results show that our
method is superior to the previous state-of-the-arts, and is robust
to occlusion for 2D human pose estimation.
Index Terms— Occlusion, pose estimation, spacial relationship,
mixture, graphical model.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A

RTICULATED human pose estimation from still image
is a challenging problem in computer vision. The goal is
to determine the human body configuration in 2D space from
an input image. It is key to many visual tasks, e.g., action
recognition, clothes parsing and human-computer interaction.
This task is challenging due to large deformation, illumination,
camera viewpoint, cluttered background and occlusion.
Recent progress on human pose estimation is ascribed to
the pictorial structured model especially simple tree structure [1]–[6]. Although these methods perform well on images
with rare occlusion, they may fail when the body parts
are occluded by some other body parts (self-occlusion) or
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Fig. 1. Occlusions in Leeds Sports dataset. (a) Visualization of the occlusion
relation matrix. The color of diagonal squares reflects the probability of otherocclusion for each joint. Hotter color means heavier occlusion. The hotness
of each non-diagonal square in row i and column j indicates the probability
of joint i being occluded by joint j. The image groups on the top are the
instances with the same self-occlusion relationship. (b) The sequence number
of body joints in Leeds Sports dataset. (c) Human pose estimation results with
occlusions from FMP [1](the first row) and ours(second row).

the other objects (other-occlusion). Fig. 1(c) depicts that the
famous flexible mixtures-of-parts model (FMP) [1] fails under
occlusion. The tree structured model is simple, yet fails to
model the interaction between unconnected body parts, and the
interactions between human body and objects. However, these
interactions are important cues for occlusion reasoning. The
question is, how can we model such interactions for occlusion
reasoning?
There are mainly two types of occlusion for human pose
estimation: other-occlusion (occluded by some other objects)
and self-occlusion (occluded by some other body parts). Otherocclusion appears when some objects block the view and this
will damage the local appearance of body parts and cause
failure detection. Take the images of the second column of
Fig. 1(c) for example, the FMP fails because the left knee and
hip of the rider are occluded by the horse. However, only a
few body parts are frequently occluded such as lower arms and
legs while head is mostly visible (see the diagonal elements
in the occlusion relation matrix).
In contrast to other-occlusion, self-occlusion appears when
the body parts occlude each other due to viewpoint or
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pose deformation. In this case, the symmetric body parts on
the left and the right side will be easily localized in the same
region in 2D image. Self-occlusion is less likely to damage the
local appearance of the occludee, yet will cause the ambiguity
of pose configuration as there is no interaction between the
occluder and the occludee. For example, as seen from the
third and fourth column of Fig. 1(c), FMP fails to capture
the correct pose configuration under self-occlusion.
Statistics on the Leeds Sport Pose dataset (LSP) [7] show
that 47.2% of the images have one more body joints invisible
and 16.7% have more than three body joints occluded. Among
all these invisible joints, 67.4 other-occluded. Existing works
mainly focus on handling other-occlusion, self-occlusion is
often ignored or treated in the same manner as other-occlusion.
We argue that the occluder in self-occlusion cannot be treated
as noise as that in other-occlusion. How can we model both
kinds of occlusion in a unified framework simultaneously?
In addition, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [8] has
been introduced in human pose estimation [9]–[13]. Especially, the approach of Image Dependent Pairwise Relational
with Deep Convolutional Neural Network (IDPR-DCNN) [10]
is proposed to learn the Image Dependent Pairwise Relational (IDPR) term with CNN and has achieved state-of-theart performance. However, all these methods above do not
consider occlusion handling. How can we take the advantage
of strong feature representation of CNN to improve the performance even under occlusion?
Motivated by these above, we propose a novel occlusion
relational graphical model (ORGM) which explicitly models
both self-occlusion and other-occlusion to improve the robustness. The proposed model can encode the interactions between
human body parts and objects, and hence enables it to learn
occlusion coherence from data discriminatively. Our ORGM
can be considered as a novel extension of tree structured
model with occlusion handling. We take the FMP [1] and
IDPR-DCNN [10] as baseline methods as they are the most
successful tree structured models for human pose estimation.
In this work, there are several main differences from previous studies:
1) Simultaneous modeling for both self-occlusion and otherocclusion. Apparently, there is great difference in mechanism
between self-occlusion and other-occlusion. Is it possible to
model the two different sources of occlusion in one unified
framework? The answer is yes. We show that both selfocclusion and other-occlusion can be modeled simultaneously
within our occlusion relational graphical model.
2) Efficient inference for the proposed model. As the
proposed model is a graph containing loops, we propose a
two-step process to perform inference on the non-tree model.
The first step generates candidates based on the “unrolled” tree
model. The second step then rescores the candidates based on
the scoring function of the full model with loops.
3) Extension of the proposed model with CNN part detectors to achieve state-of-the-art performance for human pose
estimation.
We evaluate our model on several public benchmarks for
human pose estimation and test on the challenging subsets
with significant occlusion. The results verify the effectiveness
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of the proposed method which obtains competitive accuracy
to the previous state-of-the-art methods on public datasets.
In particular, our method performs much better than previous
methods on those datasets with heavy occlusion.
There are three contributions in this paper:
• We propose an occlusion relational graphical model
which is able to model both self-occlusion and occlusion
by the other objects simultaneously. The proposed model
structure can encode the interactions between human
body parts and objects, and hence enables it to learn
occlusion coherence from data discriminatively.
• A two-step process is proposed to infer the proposed nontree model efficiently. It can conduct inference with the
same order of speed as tree structured model yet takes
the advantage of richer model representation.
• We extend our occlusion relational graphical model with
deep CNN model and get superior performance than the
pervious state-of-the-arts.
Compared with our previous work [14], the novel contributions of this paper are mainly twofold. One aspect is
the extension of occlusion relational graphical model with
deep CNN model to achieve superior performance than the
pervious state-of-the-arts. The other one is the promotion of
our model into a more general ORGM framework including
generic model representation, inference and model learning.
We also provide more comprehensive experimental results and
detailed analysis.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec.II, we
first review the related studies on occlusion modeling in human
pose estimation. Then, we present both generic and specific
representations of the proposed model, as well as its inference
and learning in Sec.III respectively. To evaluate and analyze
the proposed method, we provide detailed experimental results
in Sec.IV. Finally, Sec.V summarizes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we will first overview structured model
which has dominated the study of human pose estimation for
decades. As we address the problem of occlusion handling,
we will then review previous work on occlusion modeling
in human pose estimation. For the proposed occlusion relational graphical model which contains loops, the inference is
intractable. So previous methods on the inference of loopy
models are introduced at the end of this section.
A. Structured Model
Previous studies on human pose estimation mainly focus on
structured model which incorporates part level constraints and
local feature representations.
The most popular modern approaches for human pose estimation is based on the pictorial structured model (PSM) [15].
In the PSM, the human body configuration is represented as
a collection of independent parts with pairwise connections.
The pairwise part relationships are embodied in tree models
[1]–[6], [16], [17], multi-tree model [18], context aware
model [19] or loopy models [20]–[24]. Tree models prevail
for its simplicity and exact inference. However, they are
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insufficient in capturing complex spacial relationships among
body parts and the message passing tends to break down
when occlusion occurs. Loopy models allow more complex
relationships among parts, but require approximate inference
iteratively. Our occlusion relational graphical model is able to
model such interactions among parts with efficient approximate inference.
Feature representation and even middle level feature representations are also important for structured model. The most
popular local features for human pose estimation include
Shape Context [25], Histogram of Gradients (HOG) [26]
and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [8]. Strong CNN
features are extracted in [9]–[13] and [27]. Poselets [28] and
Deformable Part-based Model (DPM) [29] are adopted to
generate rich middle level representations with strong pose
priors [17], [30]. Some incorporates CNN part detectors and
graphical models with either piecewise training [10] or joint
training [11]. In contrast to modeling pairwise constraints,
some propose [31], [32] to use layered random forest to
incorporate rich spatial interactions among multiple parts.
However, there is no explicit modeling of occlusion in these
approaches.
B. Occlusion Modeling
In terms of handling occlusion of pose estimation, body
part visibility is usually modeled as binary variable in either
part level or image level. Some previous object detection
approaches [33], [34] model occlusion with segmentation of
image feature map. Part level occlusion reasoning is frequently
used to model more complicated occlusions. For instance, the
supervised part model [35] includes visibility variable for each
part but imposes no constraints on the visibility of different
parts in the model. Similarly, Hejrati and Ramanan [36] extend
the flexible mixtures-of-part model [1] with part level occlusion reasoning for 3D car alignment. Desai and Ramanan [37]
model the interactions between human and objects which
can capture the occlusion relationships. Wang and Mori [18]
propose to combine multiple tree framework for occlusion
reasoning. The And-Or graph model [38] also incorporates
visibility into the part node. The grammar-based model [39]
in people detection includes explicit occlusion part templates
but enforces more structure in the pattern of occlusion. The
strongly supervised deformable model [5], by contrast, tries to
sidestep the structure learning problem and automatically learn
valid occlusion patterns from data in a non-parametric way.
The flexible compositions [6], on the other hand, model visible
parts with subtrees and learn occlusion cues with CNNs.
Most of the work above mainly focus on other-occlusion but
self-occlusion is often ignored or treated in the same manner
as other-occlusion (as noise). There are only a few works
trying to model self-occlusion. Sigal and Black [40] propose
to use pixel level hidden binary variables for self-occlusion
reasoning. Some others try to model self-occlusion in a holistic
manner. For instance, Yang and Sundaramoorthi [41] model
self-occlusion of pedestrian in a joint shape and appearance
tracking framework, Radwan et al. [42] treat self-occlusion
reasoning as post process using Twin-GP regression method
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for 2D pose rectification. However, our model learns the partlevel occlusion relationships from data and infers the occlusion
states of parts explicitly. Our model is more flexible and can
encode more complex interactions between parts.
C. Model Inference
In the problem of human pose estimation, tree models are
popular for its simplicity and exact inference. In the tree
models [1]–[6], [16], [17] the message is passed from the child
node to its single parent node sequentially (see Fig. 2(a)), and
thus dynamic programming and distance transform [43] can
be utilized to compute the best score for each root location
efficiently. This is beneficial for the mining of huge amount
of hard negative examples and will accelerate the training of
tree models.
For those non-tree models which contain loops, the time
complexity for exact inference scales exponentially in the size
of the largest clique in the graph [44]. Some propose to transform the problem into integer programming [45] or integer
quadratic programming [46] and solve it with generalized
linear programming solvers. Many other approximate methods,
such as Loopy Belief Prorogation [47], Branch and Bound [20]
and Dual Decomposition [48], need to iteratively infer on
tractable structures many times until converge. Generalized
Range Move Algorithm [49] is proposed for efficient optimization of MRFs. For our problem, each part has hundreds or
thousands of possible locations and it is impractical to perform
exact inference. Moreover, there are a huge number of negative
examples, the mining of hard negative examples with iterative
approximate inference is very expensive. So efficient inference
is also important for human pose estimation, especially for
those graphical models with loops.
III. O CCLUSION R ELATIONAL G RAPHICAL M ODEL
In this section, we will first introduce the generic form of
our model, then the specific representation of the proposed
occlusion relational graphical model based on FMP [1] and
IDPR-DCNN [10], and finally describe the inference and
learning procedure of our models with generic formulation.
A. Generic Model
In the pictorial structured model, human body configuration
is represented in a conditional random field with a collection
of independent parts and pairwise constraints. We denote G =
(V, E) be the N-node graph, where V represents the set of
body parts, E denotes the set of constraint edges and N = |V|
is the number of nodes. The position of the i -th part node is
denoted as z i , where z i = (x i , yi ). The set of pairwise spacial
relationships are denoted as t = {ti j , t j i |(i, j ) ∈ E}, where
ti j , t j i ∈ {1, · · · , Ti j } reflect the relative position between part
i and part j . The pose configuration can be represented as
X = (z, t), where z = {z i } is the set of part positions.
1) Tree Structured Model: Tree structured model is prevalent for its simplicity and exact inference. In the kinetic tree,
the pairwise constraints only exist between adjacent parts.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the proposed model structures with respect to that of FMP [1]. (a) Model structure of FMP, which is a kinetic tree. (b) The kinetic
constraints represented in adjacent matrix of body parts. (c) The message passing of FMP breaks down under other-occlusion. (d) Failure detection of FMP
under other-occlusion. (e) The message passing of FMP breaks down under self-occlusion. (f) Failure detection of FMP under self-occlusion. (g) Model
structure of the proposed method. (h) The constraints and occlusion representation in adjacent matrix of body parts. (i) The message passing of the proposed
method under other-occlusion. (j) Result of the proposed method under other-occlusion. (k) The message passing of the proposed model under self-occlusion.
(l) Result of the proposed method under self-occlusion. The skeletons in (a) and (g) both are in a front view. The charts and pictures are best viewed in color.

Given an input image I , the posterior of pose configuration
X of parts is given by
⎞
⎛


U (I, z i ) +
R K (ti j , t j i )⎠ (1)
P(X|I ) ∝ exp ⎝
i∈V

(i, j )∈E K

where U (I, z i ) is the part appearance score of body part
detector, R K (ti j , t j i ) is the deformation score for pairwise
kinetic constraints and E K = E denotes the set of kinematic
constraints between body parts.
The problem is to maximize the following score function:


U (I, z i ) +
R K (ti j , t j i )
(2)
F(I, X) =
i∈V

(i, j )∈E K

2) The Proposed Model: Our occlusion relational graphical
model extends the tree-structured model in two aspects. First,
part occlusion state is introduced to expand the pose configuration to be X = (z, t, o), where o = {oi } with oi ∈ {0, 1, 2}
to be the occlusion state (“0” for visible, “1” for self-occlusion
and “2” for occlusion by the other objects). Second, in contrast
to merely considering the kinetic constraints between nearby
parts, our model encodes richer contextual information and
occlusion relationships between parts.
The goal of our occlusion relational graphical model is to
maximize the posterior as follows



U (I, z i , oi )+
R K (ti j , t j i , oi , o j )
P(X |I ) ∝ exp
i∈V

+

(i, j )∈E K


(k,l)∈EC

⎞

R (tkl , tlk , ok , ol )⎠
C

(3)

where EC denotes the set of additional constraints between
body parts that are not physically connected , E = E K ∪ EC
is the full set of constraints. For simplicity, we call them to
be kinetic edges (E K ) and contextual edges (EC ) respectively.
U (I, z i , oi ) is the local part appearance score considering
occlusion states. R K (ti j , t j i , oi , o j ) and R C (tkl , tlk , ok , ol ) represent the deformation scores with occlusion coherence. They
not only incorporate spacial deformation (kinetic and contextual respectively), but also encode the occlusion relationships
among body parts.
The score function is formulated as


U (I, z i , oi ) +
R K (ti j , t j i , oi , o j )
F(I, X ) =
i∈V

+



(i, j )∈E K

R (tkl , tlk , ok , ol )
C

(4)

(k,l)∈EC

Note that the Eq. (4) above is only a general formulation
which can be recognized as an extension of the generic
tree model (Eq. (2)) with occlusion states and contextual
constraints. In the following subsections, we will introduce the
representations of our ORGM based on the specific baseline
tree models of the FMP [1] and IDPR-DCNN [10] respectively.
B. ORGM-FMP
The FMP model simplifies the generic tree model (Eq. (2))
by limiting the spacial constraints for part i to be with its
parent only (i.e., Ti j = 1 if j is child of i ). We denote the
simplified pose configuration to be H = {hi }, where hi =
(z i , ti ). ti ∈ {1, · · · , T } is the part mixture type which reflects
the relative position to its parent for part i . The score function
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of FMP can be formulated as


U (I, hi ) +
F(I, H ) =
i∈V

R K (hi , h j )

(5)

(i, j )∈E K

Fig. 2 compares the structure of our occlusion relational
graphical model ((g) and (h)) and that of FMP [1] ((a) and (b)).
The proposed model differs from FMP in two aspects: first,
each part of the model contains occlusion state oi which
indicates whether the part is visible, other-occluded (the
squares in the diagonal elements in the adjacent matrix of
body parts, colored in orange) or self-occluded; second, in
contrast to merely considering the kinetic constraints (the
purple edges/squares in (a), (b), (g) and (h)) between nearby
parts, our model encodes richer interactions between parts (the
green edges/squares in (g) and (h)) that are closely related to
self-occlusion. For both FMP (a) and our model (g), the purple
edges (E K ) represent kinetic constraints. The green edges (EC )
in (g) denote the contextual constraints.
When considering occlusion states, we denote the pose configuration to be H = {hi } where hi = (z i , ti , oi ). The score
function of our ORGM-FMP is composed of part appearance
score and deformation score as follows:


U (I, hi ) +
R(h i , h j )
(6)
F(I, H ) =
i∈V

U (I, h i ) = αiti · φ(I, z i , oi ) + βiti (oi )

(7)

where αiti is the part filter parameters and βiti (oi ) is the bias
term for each mixture type and occlusion state. The part
appearance φ(I, z i , oi ) is defined as
φ(I, z i , oi ) = φ(I, z i , oi )½{0,1} (oi )

(8)

½{·} (·) is an indicator function as below:


i f oi = 0, 1
½{0,1} (oi ) = 1,
0, i f oi = 2

(9)

φ(I, z i ) is the HOG feature. It indicates that we set the part
score to be zero only when it is occluded by some other
objects. This differs from those approaches that treat both selfocclusion and other occlusion as noise and prune the local
part score. In our method, the pattern of self-occlusion can
be captured for further inference even when the body part is
invisible (occluded by some other body part).
2) Deformation Score: The deformation score is as follows:
tt

tt

R(hi , h j ) = γi ji j · ψ(z i − z j ) + δi ij j (oi , o j )
tt
γi ji j

which is helpful for the reasoning of occlusion relationships.
As shown in Fig. 2(i), when the left hip of the rider is occluded
by the head of the horse, the score of visible parts (on the
right leg of the rider) can be passed through green edges (see
Fig. 2(g) and (j)). Similarly, when the body parts are occluded
by the other parts of the person in Fig. 2(k), the occluder and
the occludee can pass the occlusion relationship to each other,
so the occluder-occludee part pair can explain the same region
without mutual exclusion. However, the FMP model cannot
handle these issues and often fails under other-occlusion and
self-occlusion (see Fig. 2(d) and (f)).
The unary term U (I, hi ) models the appearance of each
part i . The appearance varies with view point change, articulation as well as occlusion. To model these variations, hi =
(z i , ti , oi ) specifies the part appearance with respect to part
localization z i , part mixture type ti and part occlusion state oi .
The pairwise term R(h i , h j ) models the geometric deformation constraints as well as occlusion relations between body
part i and j on an occlusion relational graph G, e.g., the left
knee is probably occluded by the right knee while the left and
right arms are less likely to occlude each other in Fig. 1(a).
However, it is hard to model such subtle relations in a tree
structured model such as in [1], [2], and [4].

(i, j )∈E K ∪EC

1) Part Appearance Score: The part appearance score is a
summation of part filter response and compatibility biases.

where
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(10)

where
is the deformation parameters for each pair
of connected parts. The part deformation ψ(z i − z j ) =
T
d x d x 2 d y d y 2 is a quadratic function of relative position,
where d x = x i − x j and d y = yi − y j , the relative location
tt
of part i with respect to j . δi ij j (oi , o j ) encodes the occlusion
coherence between body part i and j .
Note that the edges in our model not only contain kinetic
constraints between nearby parts (E K ) but also incorporate contextual interactions between non-adjacient parts (EC )

C. ORGM-IDPR
Though the model structure of IDPR-DCNN [10] is also
tree-structured as that of the FMP, it differs from FMP
significantly in two aspects. Firstly, it utilizes more powerful
CNN as local part detector instead of the HOG-SVM detector.
Secondly, the IDPR term is introduced to enhance the spacial
deformation constraints of the kinetic edges. In this part,
we will demonstrate how to extend our occlusion relational
graphical model based on the state-of-the-art method of
IDPR-DCNN [10].
For the IDPR-DCNN model, the IDPR term [10] makes the
pairwise term in the generic tree model (Eq. (2)) to be image
dependent in the following form:


U (I, z i ) +
R K (I, ti j , t j i ) (11)
F(I, z, t) =
i∈V

(i, j )∈E K

The full score function of ORGM-IDPR is formulated as

F(I, z, t, o) =
U (I, z i , oi )
i∈V

+



R K (I, z i , z j , ti j , t j i , oi , o j )

(i, j )∈E K

+



R C (z k , zl , tkl , tlk , ok , ol )

(12)

(k,l)∈EC

The three terms on the right hand side of Eq. (12) handle
occlusion from different aspects. The first term considers
occlusion “locally”, i.e., whether each local part is visible,
other-occluded or self-occluded. The second term encourages
the occlusion states among physically connected parts to be
continuous, while the third term reflects the self-occlusion
relationship between physically non-connected parts.
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1) Part Appearance Score: The part appearance score is
represented as
U (I, z i , oi ) = wi φ(i |I (z i ); θ )

½{0,1} (oi ) + bi (oi )

where wi is appearance weight parameter, φ(i |I (z i ); θ ) is
the image evidence based on the local image patch I (z i )
at location z i for part i , θ represents the parameters of
convolutional neural network, ½{·} (·) is the indicator function
as in Eq. (9), and bi (oi ) is the bias term for occlusion states.
2) Kinetic Pairwise Score: The kinetic pairwise score is
represented as
t

t

R K (I, z i , z j , ti j , t j i , oi , o j ) = wiijj · ψ(z j − z i − ri ji j )

+ wi j ϕ(ti j |I (z i ); θ )· ½{0,1} (oi )
t

t

+ w jjii · ψ(z i − z j − r j jii )

+ w j i ϕ(t j i |I (z j ); θ )· ½{0,1}(o j)
t t

+ δi ijj j i (oi , o j )

(13)

where ψ( z = [ x, y]) = [ x x 2 y y 2 ]T are the
t
deformation features, ri ji j is the mean relative position of
spacial relationship type ti j . ϕ(·|·; θ ) is the Image Depent
t
dent Pairwise Relational (IDPR) term [10], wiijj , wi j , w jjii , w j i
are the weight parameters of spacial relationship types, and
tt
δi ij j (oi , o j ) is the bias term which encodes the occlusion
coherence between part i and part j . In our model, the IDPR
term is ignored when other-occlusion exists as it may become
unreliable.
3) Contextual Pairwise Score: The contextual pairwise
score is described in the following form

Fig. 3. Inference of the graphical model. (a) The graphical model, (b) The
unrolled computation tree for approximate message passing, (c) The nodes
backtracked via the tree structure.

hypothesis, and then rescore the candidate pose configurations
with graphical model. In the following, we will introduce the
inference of the proposed model from a generic perspective.
We simplify the symbols of the generic score function in
Eq. (4) as follows



Ui (X) +
RiKj (X) +
RiCj (X )
F(I, X ) =
i∈V

tkl
· ψ(zl − z k − rkltkl )
R C (z k , ok , zl , ol , tkl , tlk ) = wkl
t
+ wlklk · ψ(z k − zl
tlk tkl
+ δlk
(ol , ok )

−

(i, j )∈E K

(i, j )∈EC

(15)

t
rlklk )

(14)

where all the terms on the right hand side are in accordance
with that in Eq.(13). As the IDPR term only reflects the
dependency of image evidence between nearby parts, there
is no IDPR term in the contextual pairwise score. So the
contextual pairwise score is not image dependent as kinetic
tlk tkl
(ol , ok ) reflects long range
pairwise score. The bias term δlk
spacial constraints as well as occlusion coherence (especially
for self-occlusion) between non-adjacent parts l and k.
D. Inference
As described above, the structure of our model is a graph
which contains loops. Inference on general loopy graph is
an NP-hard problem. Many approximate methods, such as
Loopy Belief Prorogation [47], Branch and Bound [20] and
Dual Decomposition [48], need to iteratively infer on tractable
structures many times until converge. However, our model
contains large number of parameters and needs to mine huge
amount of negative examples. Alternatively Ramanan [50]
proposes to use tree-model for generating candidate pose
configurations and rescoring the configurations using more
complex non-tree constraints. Inspired by this, a two-step
process is proposed for the inference. We first unroll the
graphical model into a tree model to generate candidate pose

Consequently, the simplified score function of tree structured
model is represented as


Ui (X) +
RiKj (X)
(16)
F(I, X) =
i∈V

(i, j )∈E K

1) Model Unrolling: For any part i with out-degree (number
of connections pointing to the other parts) νi > 1, we generate
νi − 1 virtual parts and unroll the contextual edges to form
a computation tree similar to [51] (See Fig. 3 (b)). As the
parent of each virtual part is real part in our model, the effect
of model unrolling is equivalent to that of single iteration of
loopy belief propagation at the root node. The unrolled tree
model is then used for generating and selecting candidate pose
hypotheses.
2) Pose Selection: The goal of our graphical model is to
maximize the score in Eq. (15), i.e.,



X m = argmax
Ui (X) +
RiKj (X) +
RiCj (X )
X

i∈V

(i, j )∈E K

(i, j )∈EC

(17)
where X m is the optimal pose configuration with the proposed
ORGM. Instead of passing message on a loopy graph, we
pass message on the unrolled tree structure to generate root
hypothesis. This allows us to employ dynamic programming
to pass message from leaf nodes to the root node efficiently.
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The optimization over the unrolled model is formulated as:


X m = argmax
X

+


i∈V


(i, j )∈E K



Ui (X ) +



Uk (X )

k∈V 

RiKj (X) +



⎤
C
Rkl
(X)⎦

(18)

(k,l)∈EC

where X m is the optimal pose configuration of the unrolled
tree-structured model. This is equivalent to adding part appearance weights to those nodes that have more connections.
Suppose the number of possible root hypotheses to be
L in the test image. We sort them by root score and
choose top L σ hypotheses with the highest score, where
σ = L σ /L is the ratio of hypotheses selection. In the
approach of Ramanan [50], the optimal hypothesis of loopy
model is supposed to be in the candidates with high score
of the corresponding tree structured model. Similarly, we
assume that the optimal hypothesis is included in the selected
top-σ hypotheses of the unrolled configurations. The oracle
accuracy of this assumption is analyzed in the experimental
section (Sec. IV-E).
3) Backtracking and Rescoring: As soon as the top-σ
hypotheses of root nodes are determined, the corresponding
pose configurations can be obtained by backtracking directly
from the root node to the leaf nodes. We only backtrack the
child node from real parent node (e.g., node 1 is backtracked
from node 2 rather than node 6 in Fig. 3) as the parent near the
root node has less freedom of movement and is more reliable.
We will recompute the score of the pose configurations with
graphical model and rerank the hypothesis to get the optimal
pose configuration.
Experimental results in the later sections will show that the
performance almost does not change when the ratio σ > 0.01.
We set σ = 0.01 for all the evaluations.
4) Computation: Let L be the number of possible part
locations, N be the number of real parts and Nv be the
number of virtual parts. Denote T be the number of mixture types for each part for FMP and ORGM-FMP. For
IDPR-DCNN and ORGM-IDPR, we assume that all the pairwise spatial relationships have the same number of types, i.e.,
Ti j = T j i = T, ∀(i, j ) ∈ E. The complexity of message
passing is O((N − 1)LT 2 ) with dynamic programming and
distance transform [43] for the tree structured models of
FMP [1] and IDPR-DCNN [10]. For our occlusion relational
graphical model, the complexity becomes O((N + Nv − 1)
L(3T )2 ) = O(9(N + Nv − 1)LT 2 ), which is slower than the
FMP and IDPR-DCNN yet with the same order. However, the
backtracking and rescoring procedure can be much faster as we
only process the selected L σ hypotheses. The average detection speed of ORGM-FMP is 4.5 seconds per image for the
LSP dataset on single 3.4 GHz CPU compared with 1.2 seconds per image of the FMP. The IDPR based approaches are
tested on single 3.50 GHz CPU and GeForce GTX TITAN
GPU, and the average detection speed of ORGM-IDPR is
118.5 seconds per image vs. 63.3 seconds per image of
IDPR-DCNN for the LSP dataset.
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E. Model Learning
1) Learning Spacial Relationship Types: The spacial relationship types reflect the pairwise relative position between
parts. As mentioned in Sec. III-B, in some tree structured
models [1], [3], [4], the spacial relationships are limited by
only allowing the part to be connected with its parent. So
the per-pair spacial relationship types (ti j and t j i for part i
and part j ) becomes per-part local part mixture types (ti for
part i ). In the latent tree model [4], local part mixtures are
learnt by clustering part appearance yet without considering
the structure of human body. In contrast, the FMP [1] learns
the local part mixtures by clustering the relative positions
from the parent for each part in the kinetic tree. However,
this makes it hard to capture the varying occlusion relationships between non-adjacent parts (especially for lower limbs
with more freedom of movements). For our occlusion relational graphical model, many parts have multiple interactions
with some other parts. We learn the part mixture types of
ORGM-FMP from the relative position from all the parents
and children in the graphical model. In this way, we can not
only capture the local part deformation but also encode the
global pose deformation. This will benefit the localization of
occluded parts and the lower level parts which contain much
uncertainty of freedom in tree structured models. We use the
simple k-means clustering with multiple runs and choose the
one with minimum objective function.
For the IDPR-DCNN [10] as well as our ORGM-IDPR,
the pairwise spacial relationship types are not simplified.
Following the IDPR-DCNN, we cluster the relative position
from part i to part j to get the spacial relationship types
ti j = 1, · · · , Ti j and use the center of each cluster as the mean
t
relative position ri ji j of each type in our model of ORGMIDPR as well. In our experiments we set Ti j = 13 for all
pairwise relations as that in the released model of Chen and
Yuille [10] for comparison. Compared with the simplified
local mixture types, the pairwise spacial relationship types can
model more flexible spacial constraints.
2) Learning Occlusion Coherence: To model spatial coherence among part occlusions, we utilize two sources of occlusion samples. One is from the label of part occlusion states
and the other from synthetic occlusion patterns. For the labeled
invisible part, we distinguish it as self-occluded if there exist
some other visible body part with more than 50% region
overlapped with it. The self-occlusion relationships will be
captured by the contextual edges in our model. We find that
more than half the invisible body parts in Leeds Sports Dataset
are occluded by the other body parts due to articulation
and viewpoint. And the number of instances with otherocclusion is relatively small. To balance the two different
occlusion types in the training sample, we synthesize samples
with occlusion by the other objects. We utilize occlusion
masks to generate synthetic samples similarly as [52]. And
we only use samples without occlusion for synthesization.
During training, the occlusion relationship between parts as
well as the occlusion pattern are learned and encoded in the
model.
3) Learning Model Parameters: Though the model parameters of ORGM-FMP and ORGM-IDPR are different, we
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integrate the parameter learning of both models in a general
formulation with only different pre-training steps.
In the ORGM-FMP, as the HOG features are extracted
manually, the local part parameters and global model parameters are learned jointly. However, the large amount of HOG
filter parameters make the model parameters converge slowly.
We follow the strategy of FMP to pre-train the local part
parameters with linear SVM and initialize the model with pretrained local part parameters.
For the ORGM-IDPR, however, the local part detectors and
global model are trained piecewisely. In the training of local
part detectors, we follow IDPR-DCNN [10] to train a multiclass DCNN classifier with softmax loss. Denote θ to be the
DCNN parameters, the part evidence and IDPR terms are
obtained from the probability output of DCNN. Specifically,
φ(i, |I (z i ); θ ) is the probability of the extracted image patch
belonging to part i , and ϕ(ti j , |I (z i ); θ ) is the probability of
the extracted image patch corresponding to spacial relationship
type ti j . For comparative comparison, we adopt the same
network structure and parameter setting and we advise the
readers to refer to [10] for more details.
Although the pre-training steps above are different, the
learning of model parameters can be formulated in a unified
form. For generic purpose, we denote J to be the pose
configuration where J = H for ORGM-FMP and J = X
for ORGM-IDPR. Given the pose configuration J and the
image I , the total score of both Eq. (6) and Eq. (12) can be
formulated according to the linear property as follows:
F(I, J ) = wJ ·

(I, J )

wH =

, βiti (oi ) · · ·

tt
, γi ji j

···

problem, which can be solved by the cutting pane solver like
SVMstruct [53] or the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) solver.
In this paper, we turn to use dual coordinate descent QP solver
of [54] as we should meet the requirement of parameters
constraints, e.g., the quadratic coefficients of part deformation
tt
t
t
tkl
tlk
(γi ji j for ORGM-FMP, as well as wiijj , w jjii , wkl
and wlk
for ORGM-IDPR) should be negative for generic distance
transform [43]. The body part position, visibility and spacial
configurations are completely specified during training.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
For comprehensive experimental analysis, we will first
introduce the datasets, evaluation criteria and implementation
details. Then we will present quantitative evaluations on
benchmark datasets as well as datasets with heavy occlusions.
Finally, diagnostic experiments and discussions are provided
for further analysis.

(19)

For ORGM-FMP, w H is the concatenation of the following
weight parameters
[αiti , · · ·

TABLE I
D ATASETS U SED IN O UR E XPERIMENTS

tt
, δi ij j (oi , o j ), · · · ]T

The concatenation weight parameters for ORGM-IDPR is
denoted as follows
t

t

w X = [ wi , · · · , bi (oi ) · · · , wi j , w j i , · · · , wiijj , w jjii , · · · ,
t

tkl
tlk
tlk
δi ijj (oi , o j ), · · · , wkl
, wlk
, · · · , δlk
(ol , ok ), · · · ]T

(I, J ) is the concatenation of all the features with the same
tt
order. For the bias terms (i.e., βiti (oi ) and δi ij j (oi , o j ) in
t

ORGM-FMP, and bi (oi ) and δi ijj (oi , o j ) in ORGM-IDPR), the
corresponding dimensions of (I, J ) are set to be 1. For those
spacial relationship types ti j (degraded into local part mixture
types ti in ORGM-FMP) and occlusion states oi that are not
activated, the corresponding dimensions of features in (I, J )
are filled with 0.
In this way, the proposed occlusion relational graphical
model can be linearly parameterized, allowing efficient training using a large margin objective. The optimization function
can be written as:



1 T
wJ + C
max(0, 1 − yn wJ , (I, J ) )
argmin wJ
2
wJ
n
(20)
where yn ∈ {1, −1}, yn = 1 if n ∈ pos, and yn = −1
if n ∈ neg. This is a standard structural SVM learning

A. Datasets and Criteria
1) Datasets: For comprehensive evaluation on public
benchmarks, we firstly evaluate the proposed approach on
the popular LSP [7] dataset, and then we test it on the
PARSE [55] dataset with the model trained on LSP dataset
for generalization ability, finally we evaluate our method on
the FLIC dataset [56] with 11 points of upper body annotations
from popular Hollywood movies. As this paper intends to
address the problem of human pose estimation with occlusion,
we specifically design experiments on occluded images for
better explaining our approach. We choose subset images
with occlusions from LSP and the challenging MPII [57] for
detailed analysis of the robustness to occlusion. Tab. I lists the
dataset used for evaluation in our work.
2) Criteria: There are three criteria used in the experiments
to evaluate the performance of previous human pose estimation
approaches: Percentage of Corrected Parts (PCP) [58]–[60],
Percentage of Detected Joints (PDJ) [9], [56] and Percentage
of Corrected Keypoints (PCK) [60].
a) PCP: The most widely used criterion for human pose
estimation is PCP which evaluates the localization accuracy
of body parts (sticks of skeleton). It requires the estimated
part end points must be within half of the part length from
the ground truth part end points. As pointed by Yang and
Ramanan [60], some previous work require only the average
of the endpoints of a part to be correct (PCP-average), rather
than both endpoints (PCP-strict). Moreover, the early PCP
implementation [58] selects the best matched output without
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penalizing false positives. In all our experiments we adopt the
most strict measure, i.e., PCP-strict with single output, if not
specially specified. For more detailed descriptions on PCP, it
is recommended to refer to [58] and [60].
b) PDJ: Though PCP is the initially preferred criterion
for evaluation, it has the drawback of penalizing shorter limbs,
such as lower arms. Thus PDJ is introduced [9], [56] to
measure the detection rate of body joints, where a joint is
considered to be detected if the distance between the detected
joint and the true joint is less than a fraction of the torso
diameter. The torso diameter is usually defined as the distance
between opposing joints on the human torso, such as left
shoulder and right hip [9]. The Area Under Curve (AUC)
metric can be used as the overall evaluation of the PDJ curve.
c) PCK: The PCK measure is very similar to the PDJ
criterion. The only difference is that the torso diameter is
replaced with the maximum side length of the external rectangle of ground truth body joints. For full body images with
extreme pose (especially when the torso becomes very small),
the PCK may be more suitable to evaluate the accuracy of part
location.
B. Implementation Details
In the experiments, we take the FMP [1] and
IDPR-DCNN [10] as baseline. To enable a fair comparison
of our models, our ORGM framework uses the same settings
of the baseline methods respectively. Both our models and
that of the baseline models use 26 parts for full body and
18 parts for upper body. The 1218 non-person images from
INRIA person dataset [26] are used as negative training
samples. For the FLIC dataset [56], there are only annotations
of upper body joints yet without occlusion state. We create
2 other-occluded samples synthetically as in [52] for each
image. The joints and edges in the legs are pruned and the
occlusion states are limited to model other-occlusion only.
The other settings are described respectively in the following.
1) ORGM-FMP: Both FMP and our ORGM-FMP set the
number of local part mixture types to be T = 6 for each part.
HOG features are extracted on grid image with 4×4 pixels
for full body models and 8×8 pixels for upper body models.
During the pre-training of part detectors, the image patches
that have more than 0.6 overlap with groundtruth image patch
of each part are extracted as positive samples, and 100 nonperson images are used for hard negative mining.
2) ORGM-IDPR: For the training of DCNNs, we utilize
the same network architectures as [10] with Caffe [66]. The
input patch size is set to be 36×36 pixels for full body and
72×72 pixels for upper body. To overcome overfitting, we
follow [10] to augment positive samples by rotating the
positive training samples through 360◦ with step size of 10◦ .
C. Benchmark Evaluation
1) The Leeds Sport Pose dataset: Tab. II compares the PCP
of our model extensively with the state-of-the-art approaches
on the LSP dataset with Person-Centric (PC) and ObserverCentric (OC) annotations respectively. For the Person-Centric
annotations, the right and the left body parts are marked
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according to the viewpoint of the person, e.g., the right ankle
of a person facing the camera is left in the image, but it is
right in the image if the person faces away from the camera.
For the Observer-Centric annotations, the right and the left
body parts are annotated according to the viewpoint of the
observer/camera, e.g., the left limb is always on the left side
of the torso in the image. As some previous work use PCPaverage for evaluation, we also list the corresponding results
for comprehensive comparison. The methods with/wihout deep
learning are evaluated separately except that of Toshev and
Szegedy [9] for the seek of uniform PCP criterion. All the
results are from the authors’ papers respectively except for
some marked up in the table. The PC and OC results of [1]
are from [4] and [64] respectively. For those with released
prediction results, we evaluate them with the toolkit of [57].
As some approaches use additional training data (e.g., the
Extended Leeds Sport Pose dataset [61] with 10,000 images),
we mark them in the table as well.
For the approaches without deep learning, our result of
ORGM-FMP is comparable with the pervious state-of-thearts. Our PC result is better than the previous best result
of Pishchulin et al. [30] (1.2% on average and 1.9% on
the limbs) and even on par with DeepPose of Toshev and
Szegedy [9]. Please note that Toshev and Szegedy [9] use
additional 10,000 images from the Extended LSP dataset [61]
for training. This is due to the huge number of parameters to
be learned in the CNN model. Though the average OC result
of Pishchulin et al. [30] is better than ours, our method still
performs better on the limbs which are easy to be occluded.
Considering both PC and OC results, the approach of
Pishchulin et al. [30] performs better in localizing torso
and head, this is mainly because they use strong poselet
detectors as prior. The Pose Machines of [32] performs better
than ours on the limbs except the most challenging lower
arms. However, our ORGM-FMP model only uses HOG [26]
features while [32] adopts HOG features, Lab color features and gradient magnitude. The model of [30] is built on
shape context and HOG features. Compared with our baseline
method of FMP [1], our method improves performance by
7.0% for Person-Centric annotation (PCP-average) and 6.9%
for Observer-Centric annotation (PCP-strict). The improvement on the limbs is much more significant (10.1% and
8.3% respectively).
When compared with deep learning based methods, our
ORGM-IDPR approach performs better than the previous
state-of-the-arts. In the evaluation, all the PC results are
obtained with models trained with additional Extended LSP
dataset, while all the OC results only use LSP dataset for
training. For the PC annotation, our ORGM-IDPR model
improves the previous best result of Chen and Yuille [10]
by 1.3%. And our OC annotation results outperforms that
of Chen and Yuille [10] by 3.1%. Especially, our approach
is better at detecting legs and arms which are prone to be
occluded.
Fig. 5 shows the detection results of our models compared
with the baseline method of FMP [1] and IDPR-DCNN [10] as
well as the DeepPose [9] approach. The first three rows (above
the line in orange) are obtained with models trained with PC
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TABLE II
P ERCENTAGE OF C ORRECT PARTS (PCP) ON LSP DATASET FOR O UR M ETHOD AS W ELL AS THE S TATE - OF - THE -A RTS

Fig. 4.

Test results on FLIC dataset. We compare the localization accuracy for the most challenging parts: elbows and wrists. Best viewed in color.

annotation, while the rest are trained with OC annotation.
It shows that the FMP is less robust to large deformation as
well as occlusion and may easily lead to double-counting (column 5, 8 and 9). The detection results reflect that the DeepPose
model is good at capturing global pose configurations with
large deformation (column 1, 3, 4 and 6), yet sometimes
locate the body parts inaccurately (column 1, 7, 8 and 9).

This problem may lie in two factors: one is the normalization
of input image into square to fit into ConvNet [8], the other
is that the low resolution of response maps after the last convolutional layer (6×6 for conv5 in AlexNet [8]) may lead to
ambiguity of part position. Compared with FMP, our ORGMFMP model is more robust to deformation and occlusion. The
IDPR-DCNN is also robust to large deformation, yet may
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Fig. 5. Comparison of detection results on LSP dataset. The first three rows on the top are the PC results of FMP [1], DeepPose [9] and our ORGM-FMP,
while the last two rows on the bottom are the OC results of IDPR [10] and our ORGM-IDPR.
TABLE III
C ROSS T EST R ESULTS ON PARSE D ATASET W ITH
M ODELS T RAINED ON LSP D ATASET

suffer from double-counting when their is partial occlusion
(column 1). However, our ORGM-IDPR method can overcome
this issue and is more accurate in localizing lower limbs.
2) Cross Test on PARSE dataset: In order to measure the
generalization ability of the proposed model, we test our
models on the PARSE dataset as shown in Tab III. Pishchulin
et.al’s approach [17] adopts the LSP+PARSE training set when
evaluated on the PARSE dataset. Both the approaches of
Johnson and Everingham [61] and Toshev and Szegedy [9]
include 10,000 extra training samples. All the other methods
are trained on the 1,000 training images of the LSP dataset.
The result of Chen and Yuille [10] is obtained by running their
released model, and the other results are from their papers.

Our ORGM-FMP improves the accuracy by 10.9% compared
with FMP [1], while our ORGM-IDPR improves the accuracy
of the IDPR-DCNN method [10] by 2.2%.
3) The FLIC Dataset: Compared with LSP and PARSE
datasets, the FLIC dataset features real life scenes and is challenging in the localization of elbows and wrists. We compare
our models with the state-of-the-art methods following the
PDJ criterion to measure the localization accuracy of elbows
and wrists. The result of Sapp and Taskar [56] is derived
from the model trained by the authors. We retrain the FMP
model of Yang and Ramanan [1] on the FLIC training set
and get comparable results as in [56]. As most of the people
are not centered in the image in the FLIC dataset, Sapp
and Taskar [56] utilize the poselet [67] torso detector for
initial detection. Similarly, Toshev and Szegedy [9] adopt a
face-based body detector to get a rough estimation. However,
the other approaches do not use body detectors for initial
detection and restrict the neck of estimated pose to be within
the groundtruth bounding box instead.
As shown in Fig. 4, our ORGM-FMP method outperforms
MODEC of Sapp and Taskar [56] by 7.2% and 6.6% in
AUC@0.21 respectively on elbows and wrists. The result
1 Here AUC@0.2 means the average detection rate for normalized precision
threshold to be within 0 ∼ 0.2.
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TABLE IV
A NALYSIS OF P ERFORMANCE ON THE LPS O CCLUDED S UBSET

shows that the modeling of interactions between physically
unconnected parts (e.g., left and right wrists) will benefit the
localization of lower arms. Our method improves the baseline
of FMP by 11.0% and 12.7% respectively. As the performance
of IDPR-DCNN is already very high on the FLIC dataset,
the improvement of our ORGM-IDPR approach is relatively
small (5.0% and 4.0%) in comparison to the IDPR-DCNN
baseline method of Chen and Yuille [10].

Fig. 6. Analysis of occlusion robustness on the MPII subset for the proposed
methods.
TABLE V

D. Experiments on Occlusion
As our approach focuses on the problem of occlusion
handling in human pose estimation, we specifically design
experiments to test the robustness on occlusion. We select
images with occlusion from LSP [7] dataset and the MPII [57]
dataset for detailed analysis.
1) Occluded Leeds Sports: We evaluate our method on a
subset of the LSP [7] test set consisting of 468 images with
one more joints occluded.
Tab. IV shows the performance of our method as well as the
baseline under different levels of occlusions. All the models
are trained with the 1000 training images of LSP dataset with
Observer-Centric annotation. It reflects that the performance
of FMP [1] drops quickly with more occluded joints. When
the number of occluded joints increases from 1 to 3, the PCP
of FMP drops 9.3% while our ORGM-FMP drops 6.1%, and
8.1% vs. 6.4% for IDPR and our ORGM-IDPR. However, the
performance of our models drops much slower when there are
less than 4 joints occluded.
2) Occluded MPII: Many images in the LSP dataset contain
people with sportswear in sports scenarios. We evaluate on a
subset of the challenging MPII [57] pose dataset in real life
with large pose variation, cluttered background, as well as
occlusion. The selected subset consists of 2198 images with
severe occlusion (44.1% of the joints) and is suitable for the
evaluation of robustness to occlusion. Though PCP is the most
frequently used metric for evaluation, it has the drawback of
penalizing shorter limbs. For better evaluation of per joint
detection, we adopt the PCK criterion for analysis. Fig. 6
illustrates the performance of our models vs. the baseline
methods on the Occluded MPII dataset with Observer-Centric
annotation. The chart reflects that images with heavier occlusion are much more challenging for most of the approaches.
Generally, the IDPR of Chen and Yuille [10] and our
ORGM-IDPR are more robust than FMP and ORGM-FMP.
The main reason is that the learned CNN features are more
discriminative than the handcrafted HOG features. It also
reflects that both our models (ORGM-FMP and ORGM-IDPR)

T HE C OMPARISON OF PCP(%) W ITH D IFFERENT
M ODEL S TRUCTURES ON LSP D ATASET

Fig. 7. Analysis of oracle accuracy on the LSP dataset with different number
of hypotheses selected per image.

performs better than the baseline approaches when there is
heavy occlusion.
E. Diagnostic Experiments
We design two experiments to better understand the influence of model structures and parameter settings on the performance of our models. We evaluate the parameters on the
LSP dataset and take the FMP [1] and IDPR-DCNN [10] as
baseline.
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Fig. 8. Detection results on LSP and MPII subset with occlusion. The first and the third rows are the result of Chen and Yuille [10] while the second and
the fourth rows are our ORGM-IDPR approach.

1) The Effect of Occlusion Modeling: In terms of occlusion
modeling, we consider both self-occlusion and other-occlusion
in the proposed model. It is worth analyzing how each feature
of the model contributes to the boost of performance.
Tab. V shows the results with different model structures.
(1) Tree: the tree structured models of FMP [1] and IDPR [10].
(2) Tree+O: the tree structured model with other-occlusion reasoning only. (3) G+S: our graphical model with self-occlusion
handling only. (4) G+S+O: our graphical model with both selfocclusion and other-occlusion reasoning, i.e., ORGM-FMP
and ORGM-IDPR. We notice that the localization accuracy
of torso and head does not improve since they are rarely
occluded.
For the models based on FMP, there is evident improvement
in overall performance. It is observed that the introduce of
occlusion states is helpful for improving the accuracy of
limbs (especially lower arms and legs) which are frequently
occluded. For instance, there is 2.6% improvement in PCP of
limbs for the Tree+O model vs. the FMP model, and 1.9%
for the G+S+O model vs. the G+S model. On the other hand,
the edges between non-connected body parts can significantly
improve the overall PCP (e.g., 6.4% for G+S compared with
FMP and 5.7% for G+S+O compared with Tree+O). This is
mainly because the constraints among non-connected parts can
eliminate double-counting and improve the PCP of limbs.
For the models based on IDPR, the improvement in performance is less obvious as the baseline performance is relatively
high. The improvements also mainly come from performance
gain on the limbs.
2) The Influence of Parameter: σ In the inference procedure, we unroll the graphical model into a tree for approximate
inference. The only parameter that affects this procedure is the
ratio of selected candidate of root part nodes. We analyse how
different ratios affect the performance of our method. Tab. VI
shows that our models can get higher PCP with the increasing
of σ . It also reflects that the performance almost does not
change when the ratio σ > 0.01.

TABLE VI
T HE I NFLUENCE OF σ ON PCP FOR LSP D ATASET

In section III-D, we assume that the optimal hypothesis is
included in the selected top-σ hypotheses of the unrolled configurations. Fig. 7 qualitatively analyzes the oracle accuracy
and the actual accuracy of our method with different number
of hypotheses per image. The oracle accuracy reflects the
upper bound of our models with given number of hypotheses
selected.
F. Discussion: are CNN Part Detectors Robust to Occlusion?
The experimental results above show that the proposed
ORGM-IDPR outperforms the FMP of Yang and Ramanan [1]
by a large margin. There are three main factors for the
improvement: the strong CNN part detectors compared with
HOG+SVM part detectors, the powerful IDPR pairwise term
vs. pairwise constraints with spcacial deformation only, the
occlusion relational graphical model in contrast to simple tree
model without occlusion modeling. Table VII compares the
Chen et al.’s method [10] and our ORGM (based on CNN
part detectors) with/without IDPR for further analysis. The
results of both “No-IDPR” and “IDPR” are from the original
paper.
Compared with HOG+SVM part detectors of FMP [1], it
seems CNN part detectors may be more robust to partial
occlusion due to larger receptive field and stronger feature
representation. However, the experimental results in Table VII
shows that the performance of CNN part detectors+tree model
is lower than the previous state-of-the-art non-CNN method of
Pishchulin et al. [30] (66.9% vs. 69.2%) and even lower than
our ORGM-FMP (67.7%). And our ORGM can improve the
performance from 66.9% to 70.6% without IDPR term.
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TABLE VII
T HE C OMPARISON OF PCP(%) FOR CNN PART D ETECTORS
BASED M ODELS ON THE LSP D ATASET

Furthermore, it reflects that it is the IDPR term that significantly boosts the performance for the approach of Chen
and Yuille [10] (9.7% over that without IDPR). Apparently
the combination of CNN part detectors and IDPR are not
susceptible to brittle message passing in the presence of
occlusions. Actually, the incorporated information is only from
neighboring parts with very short range. The simple tree model
may still fail without long range message passing. The first
two rows of images in Fig. 8 are the detection results on the
LSP subset. It shows that when there is partial occlusion or
large deformation, the weak part response of one side of the
limb inclines to double-counting for the approach of Chen and
Yuille [10]. In contrast, our model takes the advantage of long
range constraints which can overcome this issue. The last two
rows of images in Fig. 8 are the detection results on the MPII
subset with severe occlusion. It reflects that our model is more
robust under both self-occlusion and other-occlusion as well
as large deformation compared with the method of Chen and
Yuille [10].
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we have proposed an occlusion relational
graphical model to model both self-occlusion and otherocclusion in human pose estimation. The proposed model
can capture the complex interactions among parts, enabling
occlusion handling, especially self-occlusion. We demonstrate
that part level occlusion reasoning is important for human
pose estimation as occlusion coherence and stronger structural
constraints can be embedded in such model. The experimental
results show the superiority of our method compared with
the state-of-the-arts. Our method especially obtains promising
performance in human pose estimation with occlusion. In the
later future, we will try to use CNNs to learn occlusion patterns
and occlusion relationships explicitly.
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